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Abstract
The yeast prion [SWI
+], formed of heritable amyloid aggregates of the Swi1 protein, results in a partial loss of function of the
SWI/SNF chromatin-remodeling complex, required for the regulation of a diverse set of genes. Our genetic analysis revealed
that [SWI
+] propagation is highly dependent upon the action of members of the Hsp70 molecular chaperone system,
specifically the Hsp70 Ssa, two of its J-protein co-chaperones, Sis1 and Ydj1, and the nucleotide exchange factors of the
Hsp110 family (Sse1/2). Notably, while all yeast prions tested thus far require Sis1, [SWI
+] is the only one known to require
the activity of Ydj1, the most abundant J-protein in yeast. The C-terminal region of Ydj1, which contains the client protein
interaction domain, is required for [SWI
+] propagation. However, Ydj1 is not unique in this regard, as another, closely related
J-protein, Apj1, can substitute for it when expressed at a level approaching that of Ydj1. While dependent upon Ydj1 and
Sis1 for propagation, [SWI
+] is also highly sensitive to overexpression of both J-proteins. However, this increased prion-loss
requires only the highly conserved 70 amino acid J-domain, which serves to stimulate the ATPase activity of Hsp70 and thus
to stabilize its interaction with client protein. Overexpression of the J-domain from Sis1, Ydj1, or Apj1 is sufficient to
destabilize [SWI
+]. In addition, [SWI
+] is lost upon overexpression of Sse nucleotide exchange factors, which act to destabilize
Hsp70’s interaction with client proteins. Given the plethora of genes affected by the activity of the SWI/SNF chromatin-
remodeling complex, it is possible that this sensitivity of [SWI
+] to the activity of Hsp70 chaperone machinery may serve a
regulatory role, keeping this prion in an easily-lost, meta-stable state. Such sensitivity may provide a means to reach an
optimal balance of phenotypic diversity within a cell population to better adapt to stressful environments.
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Introduction
Yeast prions are non-Mendelian genetic elements, most of
which are amyloid aggregates formed by single proteins [1–8].
These aggregates, often referred to as seeds or propagons, whose
number varies depending on the prion, serve as templates for the
conversion of newly synthesized protein to the prion conformation
[8–10]. The presence of an amyloid prion is often associated with
phenotypes that arise from the partial loss of function of the prion-
forming protein due to its sequestration in the aggregates. For
example, [PSI
+] and [URE3], the prion forms of a translation
termination factor and a transcriptional regulator, cause misread-
ing of nonsense codons and misregulation of a set of genes
involved in nitrogen catabolism, respectively [4,11]. In addition, a
single prion-forming protein can take on different conformational
states, thus resulting in prion ‘‘strains’’ having varying levels of
severity of these heritable traits; so-called ‘‘weak’’ and ‘‘strong’’
[PSI
+] are an example of such variants [12–15]. Of particular
interest in regard to prion-associated phenotypes is the recently
identified prion, [SWI
+], formed from Swi1, an important
component of the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex
[16,17]. [SWI
+] cells exhibit a partial loss of SWI/SNF function,
resulting in the impaired uptake of certain sugars, slow growth on
synthetic media, and poor germination [16]. However, despite
these mal-adaptive phenotypes, [SWI
+] cells grow indistinguish-
ably from wild-type cells on rich media and under at least one
condition, the presence of microtubule-inhibiting fungicide
benomyl, grow strikingly better than cells lacking the prion [18].
Propagation of yeast prions appears to be inexorably reliant on
the function of molecular chaperones, proteins more generally
known for their ability to facilitate protein folding and prevent
misfolding [19–21]. In the case of amyloid prion propagation, they
are required for the fragmentation of the aggregates needed to
generate additional seeds [22–26]. Physical transmission of these
aggregates/seeds to daughter cells is required for propagation of
the prion in the cell population [8,27–29]. It has been known for
some time that the action of the molecular chaperone Hsp104,
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proteins through its central pore, is required for amyloid prion
fragmentation [19,20,22,26,30]. More recent work has under-
scored the importance of the cytosolic Hsp70 Ssa and its co-
chaperones [9,23–25,31–36]. Like all Hsp70 systems, Ssa
functions in conjunction with two sets of co-chaperone proteins,
J-proteins (also known as Hsp40s) and nucleotide exchange factors
(NEFs) [21]. J-proteins and NEFs are critical because they affect
the ATPase activity of Hsp70 and thus the cycle of interaction with
client polypeptides such as prion proteins [21]. J-proteins act to
stimulate the ATPase activity of Hsp70s, increasing the affinity for
client polypeptides; NEFs stimulate the release of ADP from
Hsp70, and thereby facilitate polypeptide release [21]. J-proteins
are particularly diverse in structure, with some binding client
proteins and ‘‘delivering’’ them to their partner Hsp70 [21,37].
However, all have a highly conserved J-domain, which is
responsible for ATPase stimulation [37]. Although Ssa has 12 J-
protein partners [21,38], only one, Sis1, is required for the
propagation of the three best-studied prions, [PSI
+], [RNQ
+], and
[URE3] [24,25,33]. Current models assert that Sis1:Ssa and
Hsp104 act sequentially to fragment prion aggregates [23–25].
The global effects of [SWI
+] raise the intriguing possibility that it
may have had an impact during evolution, as it is likely that its
presence or absence affects growth differentially under a variety of
environmental conditions. Therefore, we initiated a genetic analysis
of [SWI
+], concentrating on the effects of molecular chaperones on
its maintenance. We found that, relative to other prions, [SWI
+]
propagation is highly sensitive to perturbations in the activity of the
Hsp70 machinery. The idea that stress conditions may particularly
affect the stability of [SWI
+] in cell populations due to this sensitivity
to chaperone activity is addressed.
Results
[SWI
+] has a low number of prion seeds per cell
As our first step in the characterization of [SWI
+] and its
dependence on molecular chaperones for its propagation, we
determined its seed number. We employed an established method,
a ‘propagon counting assay’, which is based on monitoring prion-
loss upon inactivation of Hsp104 activity [39]. The Hsp104
inhibitor GdnHCl was used [40], as [SWI
+], like other yeast
prions, requires Hsp104 activity for seed generation [16]. At
various times after treatment of a culture of [SWI
+] cells with
GdnHCl, aliquots of cells were plated onto glucose-based medium.
To determine the percentage of cells having lost the prion at each
time point, cells from a minimum of 24 individual colonies were
transformed with a plasmid containing the Asn- and Gln-rich
segment of Swi1, which contains the prion-forming domains, fused
to YFP (Swi1NQ-YFP). Resulting transformants were observed
under the microscope and scored for Swi1 aggregation based on
punctuate or diffuse fluorescence, indicative of presence or
absence of the prion, respectively (Figure 1A) [16]. As expected,
[SWI
+] was lost from the population with time; after six
generations, approximately 50% of the population was [swi
2]
(Figure 1C). 13 generations after addition of GdnHCl, none of the
colonies tested positive for the prion. No prion loss was observed
for the control culture to which no GdnHCl was added. To
confirm that the microscopic analysis provided an accurate
indicator of the presence or absence of the prion, we also tested
the growth of cells on medium containing raffinose as the carbon
source. Growth of [SWI
+], but not [swi
2], cells is greatly impaired
on such medium because raffinose transport into cells is reduced
when activity of the SWI/SNF complex is impaired [16]. All 24
isolates taken from a culture prior to addition of GdnHCl grew
poorly on raffinose-based medium; all 24 isolates taken from a
culture 13 generations after GdnHCl addition grew well,
confirming loss of the prion (Figure 1B and Figure S1).
To estimate seed number, we fit our [SWI
+] curing data to an
established model in which prion seeds are assumed to be diluted
two-fold upon cell division in the absence of Hsp104-mediated
fragmentation [29,39]. This model allows comparison of relative
seed number values among prions. A best-fit curve was generated
when ,45 seeds/cell was used as the initial estimate (Figure 1C,
bold line). Utilizing the same model, similar seed number estimates
have been generated for other prions: 200–300 seeds/cell for
strong [PSI
+] strains [15,24,39], ,100 seeds for [RNQ
+] [24], 40–
60 seeds/cell for the weak [PSI
+] strain [PSI
+]
Sc37 [15,24] and 20–
25 seeds/cell for [URE3] [24,41]. Thus, we conclude that [SWI
+]
has a low seed number, higher only than that observed for
[URE3].
[SWI
+] is cured upon depletion of the J-protein Sis1
Sis1 is required for the propagation of at least three prions,
[PSI
+], [URE3], and [RNQ
+] [24,25,33]. Therefore, we next tested
the dependence of [SWI
+] on this J-protein. Because Sis1 is an
essential protein, we utilized a system having SIS1 under the
control of the tet
R promoter (TETr). This system, which, upon
addition of the drug doxycycline, allows repression of Sis1
synthesis to a minimal level required for cell growth (Figure 2A),
was previously used to analyze the role of Sis1 in the maintenance
of other prions [23–25]. As a control, samples of cells cultured in
the absence of drug were collected at time intervals and plated
onto glucose-based media. As discussed above, the status of [SWI
+]
was assessed after subsequent transformation of resulting individ-
ual colonies (n=24) with a plasmid expressing Swi1NQ-YFP. sis1-D
[TETr-Sis1] cells initially maintained [SWI
+] at a high frequency,
but showed gradual loss of the prion (Figure 2B,) as approximately
40% of the cells became [swi
2] over 23 cell generations of cell
culture in the absence of drug.
Upon addition of drug to cells to repress Sis1 synthesis, [SWI
+]
propagation was severely affected. [SWI
+] was lost from the
Author Summary
Yeast prions are heritable genetic elements, formed
spontaneously by aggregation of a single protein. Prions
can thus generate diverse phenotypes in a dominant, non-
Mendelian fashion, without a corresponding change in
chromosomal gene structure. Since the phenotypes
caused by the presence of a prion are thought to affect
the ability of cells to survive under different environmental
conditions, those that have global effects on cell
physiology are of particular interest. Here we report the
results of a study of one such prion, [SWI
+], formed by a
component of the SWI/SNF chromatin-remodeling com-
plex, which is required for the regulation of a diverse set of
genes. We found that, compared to previously well-
studied prions, [SWI
+] is highly sensitive to changes in
the activities of molecular chaperones, particularly com-
ponents of the Hsp70 machinery. Both under- and over-
expression of components of this system initiated rapid
loss of the prion from the cell population. Since expression
of molecular chaperones, often known as heat shock
proteins, are known to vary under diverse environmental
conditions, such ‘‘chaperone sensitivity’’ may allow alter-
ation of traits that under particular environmental
conditions convey a selective advantage and may be a
common characteristic of prions formed from proteins
involved in global gene regulation.
Sensitivity of the [SWI
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only 9–10 generations and complete curing within ,20 genera-
tions. Curing in these cultures was confirmed by testing for the
restoration of robust growth on raffinose media (Figure 2C, and
Figure S1B). From these data we conclude that [SWI
+], like all
other yeast prions thus far tested, is reliant upon Sis1 activity for
continued propagation.
[SWI
+] is cured upon overexpression of Sis1
A comparison of the control experiments in Figure 1C and
Figure 2B indicates that [SWI
+]i sm o r es t a b l ei naw i l d - t y p e
background than in the sis1-D [TETr-Sis1] strains. To test
whether this loss was due to lower than normal Sis1 expression,
we asked whether the prion would be stabilized by supplemental
expression from a second plasmid. However, we found that the
presence of the second Sis1 plasmid exacerbated prion loss (data
not shown), suggesting that the instability of [SWI
+]m i g h tb ed u e
to overexpression rather than underexpression. Thus, we tested
two sis1-D strains, one expressing Sis1 from the native SIS1
promoter and one expressing Sis1 from the stronger GPD
promoter, resulting in either normal or approximately two-fold
higher Sis1 expression, respectively (Figure 3A). After passage of
the strains for one week on glucose-based media, the presence of
[SWI
+] was assessed by observing the growth of cells on medium
containing raffinose as the carbon source. The cells overex-
pressing Sis1 from the GPD promoter grew more robustly,
similar to the control [swi
2] cells. Those having normal levels of
Sis1 expression grew poorly, similar to the [SWI
+]c o n t r o l
(Figure 3B), indicating the prion is indeed sensitive to
overexpression of Sis1. The maintenance or loss of [SWI
+]i n
these strains was also confirmed using fluorescence analysis
(Figure 3C).
Figure 1. Determination of [SWI
+] seed number using a propagon counting assay. [SWI
+] cells were grown in the presence or absence of
4mM GdnHCl and plated onto glucose-based media at time intervals at the indicated number of cell generations to obtain single colonies. (A) The
presence of [SWI
+] in the isolated colonies (n=24) from each time point was assessed by transformation with a plasmid carrying the Swi1NQ-YFP
fusion. Resulting transformants (n$10 for each colony) were observed under the microscope, scoring for punctuate [SWI
+] or diffuse [swi
2]
fluorescence. The presence of [SWI
+] in any transformant indicates the presence of the prion in the original colony. A representative example of cells
from a colony collected before (0g) and 13 generations after GdnHCl addition (13g) is shown. (B) The presence or absence of [SWI
+] was also tested by
assessing growth on raffinose-based medium. 24 individual colonies were also assayed before (0g) and 13 generations after (13g) the addition of
GdnHCl (Figure S1A). 10-fold serial dilutions of one representative isolate from each condition were spotted onto raffinose and glucose-based
medium. (C) Data obtained from cells grown in the presence (diamonds) or absence (circles) of 4mM GdnHCl, as described in A, were plotted. Solid
bold line represents the best-fit curve for [SWI
+] using the model of Cox et al. 2003 [29], 45 seeds/cell. Colored dotted lines represent reference curves
previously published for other prions using this same model (left to right): Magenta,[ URE3], 20 seeds/cell; Orange, weak [PSI
+], 60 seeds/cell; Green,
[RNQ
+], 100 seeds/cell; Blue, strong [PSI
+], 260 seeds/cell [15,24,39,41].
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.g001
Sensitivity of the [SWI
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+] upon Sis1 overexpression was somewhat
surprising, as we previously reported that overexpression of Sis1 did
not affect [RNQ
+], [URE3], or several strains of [PSI
+] [24].
However, theseprevious studies werenotconductedinthe 74D-694
genetic background that was used here. Therefore, we tested the
effect of Sis1 overexpression on the maintenance of [RNQ
+]a n d
both weak and strong variants of [PSI
+] in the same strain
background, using the same expression constructs described above.
[PRION
+] cells were transformed with SIS1-bearing plasmids and
serially passaged for two weeks on selective media before assaying
for the continued presence of the prion. The results were the same
as those obtained in the W303 background: no loss of [RNQ
+]o r
[PSI
+] was detected (Figure S2). Thus we conclude that the
sensitivity of [SWI
+] to Sis1 overexpression is a property of the
prion, not a characteristic of the 74D-694 genetic background.
[SWI
+] is generally sensitive to J-domain levels
Since Sis1 overexpression so potently affected [SWI
+], we
decided to test two other J-proteins, Ydj1 and Apj1, which had
previously been found to affect yeast prions when overexpressed
[12,24,42–45]. To this end, wild-type [SWI
+] cells were trans-
formed with either high-copy overexpression plasmids or empty
vector. Transformants were repatched once before a second
transformation with plasmid bearing Swi1NQ-YFP for prion
scoring. The fate of at least 30 independent transformants was
determined in each case. [SWI
+] was maintained in .90% of
control transformants receiving empty vector but, as expected,
none of the transformants overexpressing Sis1 maintained the
prion (Figure 4).
Overexpression of both Ydj1 and Apj1 destabilized [SWI
+],
with 6 out of 36 YDJ1 transformants and 4 out of 48 APJ1
transformants tested maintaining the prion (Figure 4). The
expression of only a J-domain has been shown to be sufficient
for carrying out some J-protein functions. For example, the severe
growth defects of ydj1-D cells can be rescued by expression of only
the J-domain of Ydj1 [38]. Given that overexpression of all three J-
proteins tested thus far affected [SWI
+], we decided to determine
whether this curing effect could also be accomplished by only a J-
domain. We used a set of constructs that express J-domains
attached to a C-terminal random peptide region and the
hemagglutinin A tag (HA) [38]. These constructs are all expressed
at high levels and are all sufficient to rescue the slow growth
phenotype of ydj1-D cells ([38] and unpublished observations, Sahi and
Craig). As we suspected, [SWI
+] was severely destabilized by all
three J-domain constructs tested (Figure 4), demonstrating that
overexpression of a J-domain is sufficient to destabilize the prion.
Finally, to determine if the effects of J-protein and J-domain
overexpression are specific to [SWI
+], and not the result of strain
Figure 2. Sis1 is required for [SWI
+] propagation. (A) Western blot showing doxycycline-dependent Sis1 repression. sis1-D [TETr-Sis1] cells in
liquid culture were harvested before (2Dox., 0g) or the indicated number of generations after the addition of the drug doxycycline (+Dox.). Cell
extracts were subjected to immunoblot analysis using either antibody specific for Sis1 or, as a loading control, Ssc1 (control). (B) Time course of [SWI
+]
loss upon repression of Sis1 expression. [SWI
+] sis1-D [TETr-Sis1] cells were harvested after the indicated number of generations of growth in the
presence (diamonds) or absence (squares) of doxycycline and plated onto glucose-based media. Following transformation of cells from individual
colonies with a plasmid bearing Swi1NQ-YFP, the fraction of cells that were [SWI
+] was determined by subsequent examination of Swi1 aggregation
based on fluorescence (right) and plotted (left). Points represent the average of three independent experiments. Error bars represent 6 s deviation.
The solid line represents a best-fit line through the averaged data. (C) Loss of [SWI
+] following Sis1 depletion was also confirmed by testing for the
restoration of robust growth on raffinose-based media. Serial dilutions of one representative isolate are shown above from a culture before (0g) or
21generations after addition of doxycycline (21g). A total of 24 individual colonies from each of these two time-points were assayed (Figure S1A).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.g002
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above also cured [RNQ
+], or strong or weak strains of [PSI
+] in the
74D-694 strain background. To do this, we transformed [PRION
+]
strains with vectors bearing J-proteins and passaged transformants
for two weeks on media selective for the plasmid. As expected from
results obtained using other strain backgrounds, none of the
vectors used in these experiments had any discernable effect on
[RNQ
+] or either variant of [PSI
+] (Figure S3), suggesting that J-
protein and J-domain overexpression affects [SWI
+] in a specific
manner.
[SWI
+] is cured in the absence of Ydj1
Ydj1 is the most highly expressed J-protein in the yeast cytosol
[46]. Since we found [SWI
+] to be highly sensitive to J-protein
levels, we decided to test the ability of cells lacking Ydj1 to
propagate [SWI
+]. To obtain ydj1-D strains, [SWI
+] wild-type cells
were transformed with a YDJ1 disruption cassette carrying a
selectable marker. The presence or absence of [SWI
+] was assayed
by transformation with plasmid expressing Swi1NQ-YFP. Strik-
ingly, all 19 isolated ydj1-D transformants exhibited the diffuse
fluorescence indicative of [swi
2] cells. 39 transformants that
contained the selectable marker, but did not disrupt the YDJ1
gene, were used as controls. 38 retained the punctuate fluores-
cence pattern of [SWI
+] cells. Thus prion loss strongly correlated
with the absence of Ydj1.
As an additional test for requirement of Ydj1 in [SWI
+]
maintenance, we obtained cells which did not express Ydj1 by a
different method, plasmid shuffling. First, we constructed a [SWI
+]
strain having a deletion of the YDJ1 gene on the chromosome, but
carrying YDJ1, driven by its native promoter in a URA3-based
plasmid (ydj1-D [YDJ1-Ydj1, URA3]). Cells not expressing Ydj1
were obtained by selecting for resistance to 5-fluoro-orotic acid (5-
FOA), a counter-selection against the URA3-based Ydj1 expres-
sion plasmid. Microscopic evaluation of cells subsequently
obtained by transformation with Swi1NQ-YFP for [SWI
+] scoring
revealed loss of the prion in all 20 transformants evaluated,
consistent with the requirement for Ydj1 in the maintenance of
[SWI
+].
We wanted to ensure that strain background did not account for
the apparent variation in the requirement of different prions for
Ydj1. Our previous experiments that indicated that Ydj1 was not
required for propagation of either [PSI
+]o r[ RNQ
+] were carried
out in the W303 genetic background [24]. Therefore, we crossed
two strains of the 74D-694 background: a [psi
2][ rnq
2] ydj1-D
strain with a [PSI
+][ RNQ
+] wild-type strain. 22 wild-type and 22
ydj1-D haploids obtained from the cross were repatched for two
weeks and then tested for the presence of the two prions. All 44
strains were [PSI
+][ RNQ
+], indicated that, as we previously
reported for the W303 strain background, [PSI
+] and [RNQ
+] are
stably propagated in the absence of Ydj1 (Figure S4). Thus, we
conclude that [SWI
+], unlike other prions, requires the expression
of the abundant J-protein Ydj1 for continued propagation in yeast.
The C-terminal regions of Ydj1 are critical for [SWI
+]
maintenance
The plasmid-shuffling system described above also opened up
an avenue to test the possibility that overexpression of other J-
proteins might be able to substitute for full-length Ydj1 in [SWI
+]
propagation. As a control to test this system, ydj1-D [YDJ1-Ydj1,
URA3] was transformed with a second plasmid, either one
carrying a second YDJ1 gene, or one lacking an insert, thus
serving as a vector control. As expected, after counter-selection
against the URA3-based Ydj1-expressing plasmid, none of the 26
vector transformants tested were [SWI
+] (Figure 5). However, 37
of 42 isolates having the Ydj1-expressing plasmid tested positive
for [SWI
+]. It is likely that the loss of the prion in a small portion of
these transformants was due to the increased level of Ydj1 during
the time that the cells carried two YDJ1 genes, because modest
overexpression of J-domains can result in [SWI
+] loss, as discussed
above. Therefore, we included in our analysis a wild-type strain
expressing Ydj1 from the endogenous gene, as a control for
possible prion loss due to increased J-protein function during the
construction of these strains, rather than a lack of Ydj1 function in
the ydj1-D test strain. Wild-type control strains carrying either the
vector or YDJ1 on the plasmid sustained some loss of [SWI
+], with
Figure 3. Overexpression of Sis1 cures [SWI
+]. (A) Extracts were
prepared from either wild-type (WT) or sis1-D cells expressing Sis1 from
a centromeric plasmid, either under the control of its own (SIS1-Sis1) or
the GPD (GPD-Sis1) promoter. The extracts were subjected to
immunoblot analysis using either antibody specific for Sis1 or, as a
loading control, Ssc1 (control). (A and B) Dashed lines in both figures
indicate some sections of the blot or plate have been cropped for
clarity. (B) Sis1 expressing cells described in (A) were passaged for one
week and then the presence of [SWI
+] was assessed by streaking onto
raffinose media. Wild-type [SWI
+] and [swi
2] cells are shown as controls.
(C) Loss of [SWI
+] from cells shown in (B) was also confirmed by
fluorescence analysis following transformation with a plasmid bearing
the Swi1NQ-YFP construct.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.g003
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2], respectively.
However, the stability was sufficient to allow use of this system to
test the effectiveness of J-protein constructs to substitute for Ydj1 in
[SWI
+] propagation.
Because the requirement of Ydj1 for the maintenance of [SWI
+]
is unique among yeast prions analyzed to date, we wanted to know
whether the requirement was for Ydj1 specifically. As a first step,
we tested an N-terminal containing fragment of Ydj1, Ydj11–134,
which lacks the C-terminal domains involved in client protein
binding, but contains the J-domain. Expression of Ydj11–134 could
not support [SWI
+] propagation, as none of the 23 ydj1-D
transformants tested were [SWI
+] (Figure 5), suggesting that
Ydj1 J-domain function may not be sufficient. To test more
directly whether the C-terminal client protein binding domain of
Ydj1 is important for [SWI
+] maintenance, we made use of a
chimera between Sis1 and Ydj1, S/Y, which contains the C-
terminal client protein binding domain of Ydj1 and the N-terminal
J-domain and glycine-rich region of Sis1. We transformed our test
and experimental plasmid-shuffling strains with centromeric
plasmids expressing either the S/Y chimera or full-length Sis1.
Full-length Sis1 was not able to replace Ydj1 in the ydj1-D strain,
as none of the 29 transformants analyzed were [SWI
+]. It is
possible that this failure to replace Ydj1 is due to loss caused by
overexpression of Sis1 as discussed above. However, the prion was
only mildly destabilized in our control strain, as 15 of 24
transformants maintained the prion. Interestingly, the chimeric S/
Y protein was able to maintain the prion in most cases (18 out of
27 transformants) (Figure 5). We conclude that [SWI
+] propaga-
tion requires a function that can be accomplished by the C-
terminal segment of Ydj1, but not Sis1.
To begin to address the question of whether Ydj1 was
functionally unique, we asked whether another J-protein that is
more closely related to Ydj1 than Sis1 could substitute. Although
Sis1 has a client protein binding domain bearing some structural
similarity with Ydj1, it does not possess the Zn
2+-binding region
characteristic of the so-called ‘‘class I’’ J-proteins [47]. Therefore
we tested the ability of the class I J-protein Apj1, which is normally
expressed at much lower levels than Ydj1 [46], to substitute for
Ydj1 when overexpressed. As discussed above, Apj1 expression
driven by the strong GPD promoter resulted in [SWI
+] loss in the
wild-type control strain, with only 4 of 48 transformants retaining
the prion (Figure 5), indicating that its overexpression in the
presence of wild-type Ydj1 destabilizes the prion. However, 17 of
25 ydj1-D transformants expressing Apj1 retained the prion,
Figure 4. [SWI
+] is sensitive to J-protein or J-domain overexpression. High copy plasmids expressing various J-proteins or J-domain
containing fragments under the control of the constitutive GPD promoter were used to transform a wild type [SWI
+] strain. Individual transformants
were isolated, repatched once on media selective for the plasmid, and then retransformed with a Swi1NQ-YFP expression vector. YFP aggregation was
used to score the original transformants for [SWI
+] maintenance. The number of transformants remaining [SWI
+] is reported as a fraction of the total
examined (Fraction [SWI
+]). Gene domain structures for the J-proteins Sis1, Ydj1, and Apj1 are shown using the following notation: J, J-domain; G/F,
glycine/phenylalanine-rich region; G/M, glycine/methionine-rich region; peptide-binding, C-terminal peptide-binding domains I & II; Zn
2+ & peptide-
binding, Zinc finger-like region and peptide binding domains I & II; Gly, glycine-rich region; HA, hemegglutinin A tag. Random peptide sequence is
indicated by a thin line.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.g004
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[SWI
+] propagation. To more directly test the idea that the C-
terminal region of Apj1 can functionally substitute for that of Ydj1,
we constructed a Ydj1/Apj1 chimera, called Y/A, by substituting
the Zn
2+ and putative peptide-binding regions of Apj1 for that of
Ydj1. This chimera was competent to substitute for Ydj1 when
expressed from a single-copy plasmid under a constitutive
promoter, as 28 of 30 ydj1-D transformants remained [SWI
+].
Thus, we conclude that there is functional overlap between Ydj1
and Apj1 and that a function of the C-terminal regions of Ydj1 or
Apj1 is required for [SWI
+] propagation.
Expression of a single amino acid variant of the Hsp70
Ssa1, Ssa1–21, dominantly cures [SWI
+]
The above observations implicate several J-proteins in [SWI
+]
biology. Because Hsp70 ATPase stimulation is the only known
function of a J-domain [21,37], the sensitivity of [SWI
+]t oJ -
domain overexpression strongly indicates that this curing effect is
likely mediated through alteration of Hsp70 activity. To test this
more directly, we made use of a variant of Ydj1, Ydj1H34Q, which
lacks a histidine residue critical for J-domain-mediated stimulation
of Hsp70 [21,37,48]. We subjected Ydj1H34Q to the tests described
in the previous section. We found that it was unable to cure
[SWI
+] when overexpressed in a wild-type strain and unable to
replace Ydj1 in [SWI
+] maintenance (Figure 5), indicating that
J-domain function, and therefore likely Ssa stimulation, is required
in both [SWI
+] curing and maintenance.
We next wanted to test for Hsp70’s involvement more directly.
Since Ssa-type Hsp70s, the partner of both Sis1 and Ydj1, are
essential, we turned to a previously identified Ssa1 variant, Ssa1–
21 known to affect the maintenance of other yeast prions [35].
Ssa1–21 bears a single amino acid substitution in the C-terminal
domain (L
483RW). Expression of Ssa1–21 can destabilize [PSI
+],
even in presence of the wild-type protein [35]. To test whether
[SWI
+] is similarly affected by Ssa1–21 expression, we transformed
[SWI
+] cells with a vector expressing Ssa1–21 under the
constitutive TEF promoter. As controls, we also transformed cells
with either vector expressing wild-type Ssa1, or empty vector.
Transformants were re-patched once before individual colonies
(n$21) were transformed with Swi1NQ-YFP for [SWI
+] scoring.
[SWI
+] was maintained in a high percentage of transformants
regardless of whether cells expressed the wild-type Ssa1 (19 out of
21), or empty vector (27 out of 30). Ssa1–21, on the other hand,
greatly affected [SWI
+], dominantly curing the prion in all 22
transformants examined. Thus, we conclude that Ssa1, along with
its J-protein co-chaperones, is involved in [SWI
+] propagation.
The degree to which [SWI
+] was cured by Ssa1–21 expression
was surprising considering that [PSI
+] is only mildly affected by
Ssa1–21 [35]. However, because these observations were made in
a different yeast genetic background, direct comparisons between
Figure 5. [SWI
+] requires a function of the C-terminal domains of Ydj1. Plasmids expressing J-protein constructs were used to transform a
strain expressing Ydj1 from a centromeric plasmid carrying the URA3 genetic marker (ydj1-D [YDJ1-Ydj1, URA3][ SWI
+]) for plasmid-shuffling
experiments (far right column). Following counter-selection against the Ydj1 plasmid by growth on 5-fluoro-orotic acid (5-FOA), individual
transformants were then passaged once on selective media, and retransformed with the Swi1NQ-YFP plasmid for [SWI
+] scoring by fluorescence
analysis. Results are expressed as the fraction of the original transformants that remained [SWI
+] over the total number examined (Fraction [SWI
+]). In
experiments where [SWI
+] loss was observed, J-protein-bearing plasmids were also transformed into a wild-type [SWI
+] strain to control for potential
prion-loss due to protein overexpression (second column from right). For completeness and clarity, results for empty vector and GPD-Apj1 shown in
Figure 4 are also included here. Gene domain structure elements are described in Figure 4. The construct S/Y consists of the J-domain and Gly/Phe-
rich regions of Sis1 (residues 1–112) and the C-terminal Zn
2+- and peptide-binding regions of Ydj1 (residues 93–409). Ydj11–134 contains the J-domain
and adjacent Gly/Phe-rich region. The construct Y/A is a chimera substituting the C-terminal Zn
2+- and peptide-binding regions of Ydj1 (residues 114–
409) with those of Apj1 (residues 162–529). Ydj1H34Q contains a single amino acid alteration (His
34RQ) in the J-domain (asterisk) which renders it
unable to stimulate Hsp70 ATPase activity [48]. A full list of plasmids used can be found in Table 1. N.T.=Not Tested.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.g005
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+] and [PSI
+] are not possible. To address whether strain
background is a confounding factor in evaluating our data, we
tested the effects of Ssa1–21 overexpression on [PSI
+] in the 74D-
694 background. To do this, we transformed strains bearing either
weak or strong [PSI
+] with the Ssa1–21 expression vector. After
only one passage of the transformants on selective media, the time
period used in the [SWI
+] experiments, we observed no [PSI
+] loss
in any strain. Therefore, we continued passaging cells for two
weeks to allow adequate time for prion curing. Indeed, while
occasional [psi
2] (red) colonies were observed in cultures of the
weak [PSI
+] strain (not shown), [PSI
+] was maintained in the
overwhelming majority of cells in all cultures (Figure S5). These
results indicate that strain background is not the causative factor
for the high curing rate of [SWI
+], compared to [PSI
+], we
observed when Ssa1–21 is expressed. Thus, we conclude that
[SWI
+] is markedly more sensitive than either weak or strong
[PSI
+] to this alteration in Hsp70 activity.
[SWI
+] is sensitive to under- and over-expression of
Hsp110-type nucleotide exchange factors
The function of Hsp70 chaperone machinery requires the
action of NEFs to stimulate ADP/ATP exchange, and subse-
quently, peptide release [21]. Consistent with this requirement,
one particular NEF of the Hsp110 family, Sse1, has been found to
be important for the continued propagation of [URE3] and some
weak strains of [PSI
+], but not [RNQ
+] or strong [PSI
+] [43,49]. To
test whether [SWI
+] also requires Sse1, we created sse1-D strains by
transformation of a wild-type [SWI
+] strain with an SSE1 deletion
cassette bearing the LEU2 selectable marker. The absence of Sse1
expression was verified by immunoblot analysis (Figure 6A). All 31
resulting sse1-D transformants became [swi
2], as judged by both
their ability to grow robustly on raffinose-based media and by the
absence of punctate fluorescence (Figure 6B–6D). In contrast, 11
transformants, which obtained the selectable marker but preserved
wild-type Sse1 expression, maintained the prion, indicating that
like [URE3] and weak [PSI
+] strains, [SWI
+] is lost upon SSE1
deletion.
The Hsp110-type Sse protein family consists of two homologous
isoforms Sse1 and Sse2 [50]. Because [SWI
+] has exhibited a high
sensitivity to ectopic chaperone expression, we also tested whether
overexpression of either isoform would affect [SWI
+]. To do this,
[SWI
+] cells were transformed with high-copy plasmids expressing
either Sse1 or Sse2 from the constitutive GPD promoter or, as a
control, empty vector. Overexpression of either isoform signifi-
cantly destabilized [SWI
+] relative to strains transformed with
empty vector (Figure 7). Greater than 92% of the transformants
overexpressing an NEF became [swi
2], while less than 4% of the
vector control did. We conclude that stable [SWI
+] propagation
requires moderate expression of Sse proteins.
Although Sse1 has NEF activity [51–53], the fact that it has a
domain structure similar to that of Hsp70s suggests that it might
have additional functions as well. For example, Sse1 is known to
interact with client proteins, though the relationship between client
protein binding and NEF activity is less clear [54,55]. To assess
whether loss of [SWI
+] caused by Sse1 overexpression was due to
increased NEF activity we took advantage of previously charac-
terized SSE1 mutants. After transformation of plasmids carrying
the mutant genes into a wild-type [SWI
+] strain, transformants
were tested for prion maintenance, using both the raffinose growth
assay and visualization of Swi1 distribution. First, we tested
whether expression of either the N-terminal ATP-binding domain
or the C-terminal putative peptide-binding domain of Sse1 is
sufficient to effect prion loss by expressing either Sse1D394–693 or
Sse1D1–396. In both cases, all of the 60 transformants tested positive
for [SWI
+], indicating a requirement of both domains for prion
curing (Figure 8). We then tested two point mutations encoding
single amino acid alterations within the N-terminal domain: (1)
G
233RD in the ATP binding site, which impairs, both in vitro and
in vivo, Sse1’s NEF activity; (2) K
69RQ in a site predicted to be
required for ATP hydrolysis, which has no measureable effect on
Sse1 NEF function [51,52]. 57 out of 60 transformants over-
fexpressing Sse1K69Q lost [SWI
+], while the prion was stable in
those expressing Sse1G233D. These data are consistent with the
hypothesis that Sse1 acts as a nucleotide exchange factor for
Hsp70 in [SWI
+] curing, rather than performing another
uncharacterized function.
Prolonged but not transient heat stress destabilizes
[SWI
+]
Our results described above indicate that [SWI
+] is highly
sensitive to various perturbations of the activity of the Hsp70
chaperone machinery brought about by ectopic expression or
mutation. As it is well understood that yeast naturally encounter
stressful environmental conditions known to alter chaperone
expression, we wanted to ask if [SWI
+] is sensitive to such
conditions. We subjected our wild-type [SWI
+] strain to a variety
of cell stresses, including heat and ethanol shock, as well as acute
exposure to severe oxidative stress. No appreciable loss of the
prion was found compared to untreated control cells for any of
these conditions (data not shown). However, because prion curing
typically requires multiple cell divisions, we next tested whether
extended growth at elevated temperatures, a condition known to
cause prolonged alteration in chaperone activity altered [SWI
+]
stability. Indeed, cells grown for 8 days at 37uC reproducibly
regained the ability to grow well on raffinose-based media, relative
to cultures grown at 23uC (Figure 9A). To confirm that the
improved growth on raffinose was in fact due to loss of the prion,
rather than some other alteration acquired during growth at 37uC,
we also assayed these cultures for Swi1 aggregation using the YFP
assay. The fraction of [SWI
+] cells in a culture grown at 37uC was
significantly less than that from a control culture grown at 23uC
(Figure 9B), confirming that unlike [PSI
+] [35], [SWI
+]i s
destabilized by prolonged growth at elevated temperatures.
Discussion
[SWI
+], the prion formed by Swi1, an important component of
the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex, is highly sensitive
to alterations in the activity of the Hsp70 chaperone machinery, a
characteristic that we hypothesize may have an evolutionary
impact.
[SWI
+] is the only prion known to require Ydj1
The J-protein Sis1 is required for the propagation of [SWI
+], as
this prion is lost upon repression of Sis1 expression. This is not a
surprising result. The three prions previously analyzed, [PSI
+],
[RNQ
+] and [URE3], also require Sis1 [24,25,33]. However,
amongst these four prions, [SWI
+] is unique in that it also requires
Ydj1, as [SWI
+] is lost when YDJ1 is deleted. Ydj1, the most
abundant J-protein in the cell, is involved in many physiological
processes [21,46]. Because of these global roles, ydj1-D cells grow
extremely poorly, thus raising the possibility that the requirement
for Ydj1 is due to a general effect on cell growth, rather than a
direct role in prion dynamics. However, our results point to a
direct and important role of client protein binding in Ydj1
function in [SWI
+] propagation.
Ydj1 is structurally complex, containing an N-terminal J-
domain, critical for functional interaction with Hsp70s, and a C-
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+] is cured upon deletion of SSE1. [SWI
+] cells were transformed with an SSE1-deletion cassette bearing a LEU2 marker and
transformants selected on media lacking leucine. (A) sse1-D transformants were identified by loss of Sse1 expression, as visualized by SDS-PAGE and
immunoblotting using antibody specific for Sse1. Cells which received the marker but maintained Sse1 expression were classified as SSE1
transformants and used as controls in subsequent experiments. Wild-type Sse1 expression is also shown for comparison (SSE1 control) (B and C) Two
representative transformants (one sse1-D and one SSE1) are shown along with a [SWI
+] control strain. (B) sse1-D cells regain robust growth on
raffinose indicative of [SWI
+] loss. To test for [SWI
+] maintenance, transformants were streaked onto raffinose- or glucose-based media and growth
rates compared to control strains. (C) Loss of prion-specific fluorescent puncta in sse1-D cells. The presence or absence of [SWI
+] in transformants was
also confirmed by subsequently transforming cells with a plasmid expressing Swi1NQ-YFP and scoring for the presence of characteristic punctuate
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terminal fragment Ydj11–134 was not able to provide the [SWI
+]
propagation function. However, as we previously reported [38] the
J-domain itself is sufficient to restore robust growth. Thus, the
ability of Ydj11–134 to suppress the slow growth phenotype of ydj1-
D cells, but not the prion propagation defect, indicates that the
requirement for Ydj1 is not an indirect effect of poor cell growth
but rather a specific requirement for Ydj1. The fact that the C-
terminal region containing the client protein binding domain,
when fused to the N-terminal J-domain containing region of Sis1,
was able to substitute for full-length Ydj1 in [SWI
+] propagation,
supports the idea that Ydj1 binding to a client protein, presumably
Swi1 itself, is critical.
However, the role that Ydj1 plays remains elusive. It is possible,
that it, like Sis1, functions in fragmentation to generate seeds.
Alternatively, Ydj1 may play a role in conversion of the soluble
form of Swi1 to the prion conformation. Although, because Ydj1
inhibits [URE3] fiber formation in vitro [56,57], it seems more likely
that Ydj1 may oppose polymerization, perhaps preventing the
formation of dead-end aggregates. It is possible that Ydj1 plays a
role, though clearly a non-essential one, in the maintenance of
other prions. Indeed, Ydj1 has also been found to associate with
Sup35 and Rnq1, the proteins which form [PSI
+] and [RNQ
+]
[32,58,59]. This idea is also supported by the observation that, at
least for [PSI
+], deletion of the YDJ1 gene exacerbates the negative
phenotypes of Ssa1–21, indicating that Ydj1 may perform a
beneficial function in [PSI
+] maintenance under normal circum-
stances as well [60]. In addition, the observation that Apj1, a J-
protein predicted to have a structure quite similar to that of Ydj1,
could compensate for Ydj1 in [SWI
+] maintenance when
expressed at a sufficiently high level does support the idea that
other J-proteins in the cytosol may be compensatory in the absence
of Ydj1, at least for prions other than [SWI
+]. It is also interesting
to note that Apj1, named Anti-prion J-protein 1, was originally
identified in a screen for factors capable of curing a synthetic prion
when overexpressed [42].
[SWI
+] is highly sensitive to the alteration in activity of
Hsp70 machinery
The data presented here support the idea that [SWI
+] is more
sensitive to the change in balance of the Hsp70 chaperone system
than other prions such as [RNQ
+] and [PSI
+]. The dependence on
Ydj1 for [SWI
+] propagation described above is one example. The
destabilization of [SWI
+], unlike [PSI
+] and [RNQ
+], by overex-
pression of J-domains and NEFs, is another example. In addition,
the observation that [SWI
+] was cured in all cells expressing the
Ssa1–21 variant underscores the idea that a variety of alterations
in Hsp70 chaperone activity can cause destabilization of this prion.
The explanation of the mechanism(s) behind the observed
sensitivity is not obvious. For example, from the general
understanding of the Hsp70 machinery, overexpression of J-
proteins or NEFs would be expected to bias Hsp70 toward the
ADP- or ATP-bound states, respectively. But how this precisely
affects the overall rate of client protein cycling and the residence
time spent associated with Hsp70 is not understood. Regardless of
the precise mechanism, the overall picture that emerges is one in
which [SWI
+] propagation is delicately balanced, requiring a
steady-state level of Hsp70 machinery activity, the disruption of
which causes dramatic instability. It should be noted that while
‘‘strong’’ and ‘‘weak’’ variants of several prions have been
identified, only one form of the recently identified [SWI
+] prion
is known. It will be of interest to analyze other stronger and weaker
variants when they become available.
One other prion, [URE3], stands out as being sensitive to Hsp70
machinery activity. Although it does not require Ydj1 for
propagation [24], it is sensitive to overexpression of both J-domains
and the NEF Sse1 [24,43,45]. Intriguingly, a recent analysis of the
amino acid composition of known yeast prion- domains (PrDs)
revealed several distinctive features placing the four prions discussed
here into two groups: [PSI
+]a n d[ RNQ
+]i no n e ;[ SWI
+]a n d
[URE3] in the other [61]. While all four are abundant in Q and N
Figure 7. [SWI
+] is destabilized by overexpression of Sse1 or
Sse2. Wild-type [SWI
+] cells were transformed with either empty vector
or vectors expressing Sse1 or Sse2 from high copy plasmids under the
control of the constitutive GPD promoter. (A and B) One representative
transformant for each vector is shown. (A) Serial dilutions of individual
transformants were spotted onto raffinose- and glucose-based media to
test for [SWI
+] loss. [SWI
+] cells receiving only empty vector and [swi
2]
cells were used as controls. (B) [SWI
+] maintenance was also monitored
by transformation of the original transformants with vector expressing
Swi1NQ-YFP, and subsequent fluorescence analysis. (C) Results for each
vector are expressed as the fraction of the original transformants which
remained [SWI
+] over the total number examined (Fraction [SWI
+]).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.g007
foci. (D) Summary of results for 31 sse1-D and 11 SSE1 transformants scored for [SWI
+] maintenance using both growth on raffinose and Swi1NQ-YFP
aggregation assays. The number of transformants remaining [SWI
+] is reported as a fraction of the total examined (Fraction [SWI
+]).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.g006
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ratio of these residues (Q:N) in the PrDs of Sup35 and Rnq1 is
nearly 2:1, whereas the PrDs of Swi1 and Ure2 are N-rich, having
Q:N ratios approximating 2:3 and 1:3, respectively. A recent study
of Q/N-rich proteins in yeast revealed that those richest in N
residues were more likely to form prions, supporting the idea that
asparagines are more prionogenic than glutamines [18]. Congruent
with this idea, the N-terminal 323 residue ‘‘N-domain’’ of Swi1
alone, which is N-rich, is sufficient for amyloid formation and prion
induction, whereas the adjacent Q-rich region is not [62].
Additionally, PrDs of Swi1 and Ure2 are more abundant in bulky
hydrophobic residues (F, I, L, M, V, W) known to promote amyloid
formation [63–65] (19% and 15%, respectively) than the corre-
sponding domains of Sup35 and Rnq1 (4% and 9%). On the other
hand, Sup35 and Rnq1 are highly abundant in glycine residues
(17% vs. 3% and 6% for Swi1 and Ure2). Taken together, the
amino acid compositions of the PrDs which form prions that are
particularly sensitive to chaperone function ([SWI
+]a n d[ URE3])
appear to be skewed in favor of amyloid formation relative to those
that are less sensitive ([PSI
+]a n d[ RNQ
+]). This correlation also
extends to a fifth prion [PSI
+
PS]. [PSI
+
PS] is the prion form of a
chimeric protein in which the PrD of Sup35 from Saccharomyces
cerevisiae (Sup35-NSc) is replaced by the corresponding domain from
Pichia methanolytica (Sup35-NPm) [66]. Like [SWI
+], [PSI
+
PS] is also
highly sensitive to ectopic chaperone expression, being destabilized
byoverexpressionofSis1,Ydj1,Apj1orSse1,orbydeletionofSSE1
[42,44]. Strikingly, like the PrD of Swi1, Sup35-NPm is N-rich
(Q:N<1:2) and has a lower content of glycine and a higher content
of bulkyhydrophobics than Sup35-NSc, consistent with the idea that
PrDs which favor amyloid formation form prions with a higher
degree of chaperone sensitivity. Thus, we think that the available
data makes the idea that the amino acid composition of a PrD plays
an important role in determining the sensitivity of a prion to
chaperone activity an idea worthy of testing. Of course, it must be
kept in mind that other factors, such as the character of the adjacent
non-PrD, may play either a primary or secondary role.
Figure 8. Alterations that impair Sse1 NEF function also impair [SWI
+] curing. (A) Domain structure of Sse1. Sse1 shares domain homology
with Hsp70s, possessing both an N-terminal ATP-binding domain (NTD) and a C-terminal peptide-binding domain (PBD). Single amino acid
alterations tested in this study are indicated by asterisks. (B and C) [SWI
+] cells were transformed with either empty vector, or vectors expressing the
indicated variants of Sse1 (wild-type Sse1, WT Sse1; Sse1K69Q, K69Q; Sse1G233D, G233D; Sse1D1–396, D1–396, Sse1D394–693, D394–693) from the TEF
promoter. Analysis of one representative transformant of each variant is shown. (B) Transformants were streaked onto raffinose- and glucose-based
media along with [SWI
+] and [swi
2] control strains for scoring. (C) Transformants and [SWI
+] and [swi
2] control strains were transformed with vector
expressing Swi1NQ-YFP. [SWI
+] maintenance was assessed by fluorescence analysis. A representative image of the fluorescence pattern observed in
the majority of transformants from each vector and [SWI
+]o r[ swi
2] control strains is shown. (D) For each Sse1 variant tested and vector control,
results are presented as the fraction of the original transformants which remained [SWI
+] over the total number examined (Fraction [SWI
+]). For each
variant listed, the presence (+) or absence (2) of previously determined nucleotide exchange factor activity (NEF Activity) is shown [51,52].
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.g008
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sensitivity? One possibility is that prion forming proteins which are
optimized for amyloid formation may form stable amyloid fibers
which are more difficult to fragment than those of other prions. An
alternate, but not mutually exclusive possibility is that these
proteins may exhibit higher fiber extension rates in vivo. Rapidly
formed fibers may laterally associate [67], occluding chaperone
interaction sites, before fibers can be fragmented by the
Hsp70?Hsp104 chaperone machinery. In either case, the expected
result would be prions with larger and less numerous prion seeds.
Indeed, as discussed above, [URE3] and [SWI
+] have a lower
number of prion-forming seeds/cell than [RNQ
+]o r[ PSI
+]
[15,24,41]. However, since all the parameters that determine
seed number are unknown, other factors besides amyloid
propensity may also be involved. For example, prions with a low
number of seeds/cell may simply be less able to withstand even
small changes in chaperone activity, which would lead to a further
decrease in seed number, and failure to disseminate seeds
efficiently to daughter cells.
Functional implications
It is intriguing that the two prions found to be more sensitive to
Hsp70 chaperone activity, [URE3] and [SWI
+], are formed by
proteins that regulate S. cerevisiae’s use of the essential nutrients,
nitrogen and carbon, respectively. The presence of [URE3] results
in indiscriminate utilization of nitrogen sources due to de-
repression of genes typically involved in utilization of nitrogen
under starvation conditions, while [SWI
+] results in altered carbon
source utilization [4,16,68]. It is easy to imagine that the presence
and/or rapid loss of these prions could profoundly affect the
ability of cells to survive and thrive under particular stressful
environmental conditions [68]. For example, [SWI
+] is clearly
disadvantageous when grown in the presence of particular carbon
sources such as raffinose, but has been reported to be
advantageous in the presence of a mircotubule-inhibiting drug
[18]. Thus, high chaperone sensitivity may be a beneficial
counterbalancing factor to allow curing of the prion under certain
unfavorable environmental conditions, and provide a means to
reach an optimal balance of phenotypic diversity within a cell
population. Our data indicating that [SWI
+] is prone to being lost
upon prolonged stress points to such a possibility. It is not known
if [SWI
+] is unique in this regard. However, [PSI
+] has been
reported to be quite stable in cells grown at elevated temperatures
[35]. It is also interesting to note that two very recently identified
prions, [MOT3] and [OCT
+], are formed by the proteins, Mot3
and Cyc8, respectively, which play roles in regulation of gene
expression [18,69]. Mot3, like Ure2, plays a rather specific role,
regulating the expression of genes needed for robust growth when
oxygen is limited. Cyc8, on the other hand, is a global regulator,
like Swi1. It acts as a general co-repressor of RNA polymerase II,
as well as playing a role in global chromatin structure [68]. It is
possible that these prions might also exhibit high sensitivity
towards chaperone activity, and thereby, along with [SWI
+] and
[URE3], be candidates for prions that may play particularly
important roles in adaptation of yeast to stressful environments.
Methods
Yeast strain construction
Unless otherwise noted, the originally described [SWI
+] 74D-
694 strain ([SWI
+][ psi
2][ rnq
2] MATa ade1–14 ura3–5 leu2–3, 112
trp1–289 his3–200 SNF5YFP::kanMX4) [16]was considered the
Figure 9. [SWI
+] is destabilized by growth at elevated temperatures. Wild-type [SWI
+] cells were grown on glucose-based media at either
23uC, 30uC, or 37uC for 8 days to test the effect of elevated temperature on [SWI
+] stability. Cells were allowed to recover for 1 day at 30uC on fresh
media before assaying for the continued presence of the prion. (A) Presence or absence of [SWI
+] was tested by assessing growth on raffinose-based
medium. 10-fold serial dilutions of cells from each culture, or untreated control [SWI
+] and [swi
2] cultures, were spotted onto raffinose and glucose-
based medium and grown at 30uC. The results of two independent experiments are shown. Dashed lines indicate some sections of the plate have
been cropped for clarity. (B) The presence of [SWI
+] in isolated colonies (n=24) obtained from plating of cultures grown at various temperature was
assessed by transformation with a plasmid carrying the Swi1NQ-YFP fusion. Resulting transformants were observed under the microscope, scoring for
punctuate [SWI
+] or diffuse [swi
2] fluorescence. The number of transformants remaining [SWI
+] is reported as a fraction of the total examined
(Fraction [SWI
+]).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.g009
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prion. All other strains are of the 74D-694 genetic background.
To create [SWI
+] cells for Sis1 repression, homozygous diploid
cells ([psi
2][ RNQ
+] ade1–14 ura3–52 leu2–3, 112 trp1–289 his3–
200, a gift from Susan Liebman) were transformed with a
Dsis1::LEU2 PCR fragment. The recombinant SIS1/sis1-D::LEU2
heterozygous diploid (Y1544) was transformed by a plasmid
bearing SIS1 and a URA3 marker and the resulting transformants
were sporulated and subjected to tetrad dissection. A resulting
haploid strain ([RNQ
+] MATa sis1::LEU2 [SIS1-Sis1, URA3]) was
mated to the wild-type [SWI
+] strain. Two haploid strains ([SWI
+]
[RNQ
+] sis1::LEU2 [SIS1-Sis1, URA3]) were obtained from one
complete tetrad and the presence of [SWI
+] confirmed. Transfor-
mation of these strains with p414-TETr-SIS1 followed by passage
onto 5-FOA, which counter-selects against the URA3 plasmid,
resulted in the isolation of three [SWI
+], sis1::LEU2,[ TETr-Sis1]
strains.
To test the effect of YDJ1 deletion on [SWI
+], we transformed
the wild-type [SWI
+] strain with a PCR-generated ydj1::LEU2
integration cassette, and transformants selected on –Leu media.
Transformants were identified as ydj1-D by slow growth at 30uC
and 23uC and by the ability to rescue this phenotype by
subsequent transformation with a plasmid expressing normal
levels of Ydj1 protein. Original Leu
+ transformants which grew
normally at both temperatures were classified as YDJ1 and used as
controls. To construct a strain suitable for YDJ1 gene plasmid
shuffling experiments, a resulting [swi
2] ydj1-D strain was
transformed with a Ydj1-expressing plasmid [YDJ1-Ydj1, URA3]
and mated to a MATa [SWI
+] strain which is otherwise isogenic to
our wild-type strain. Isolated diploids were screened for [SWI
+]
and sporulated on media selective for the YDJ1 plasmid. One
haploid strain ([SWI
+] ydj1::LEU2 [YDJ1-Ydj1, URA3]) was
isolated from a single complete tetrad and used for plasmid-
shuffling manipulations. A prion-cured version of this strain
(MATa) was also mated to a [PSI
+], [RNQ
+] MATa strain (Y1682,
described below), and subjected to tetrad dissection and 5-FOA
treatment to test the ability of these prions to propagate in a ydj1-D
strain.
Two haploid strains were used to test the effects of chaperone
overexpression on other prions. One strain, Y2051 ([PSI
+]
Sc37
[rnq
2] ade1–14 ura3–52 leu2–3, 112 trp1–289 his3–200, a gift from
Jonathan Weissman), bears the well-characterized weak [PSI
+]
variant [PSI
+]
Sc37 (referred to in the text as ‘‘weak [PSI
+]’’) [14,15].
The second strain, Y1682 ([PSI
+][ RNQ
+] ade1–14 ura3–52 leu2–3,
112 trp1–289 his3–200) carries both [RNQ
+] (derived from a strain
Y1505, a gift from Susan Liebman) [12]and a strong [PSI
+] variant
generated by transient Sup35 overexpression. This strain was used
in all other investigation involving [RNQ
+]o r[ PSI
+] (referred to in
text as ‘‘strong [PSI
+]’’). The [RNQ
+] variant in this strain is a
mitotically stable variant from the Liebman laboratory (derived
from strain L1842) [12]. This variant is resistant to curing by Ydj1
overexpression.
To create sse1-D strains, a plasmid-based disruption construct
sse1-D::LEU2 (a gift from Kevin Morano) was digested with Sac II
andPstI[52].Theresultingdigestionmixturewasusedtotransform
the wild-type [SWI
+] strain and transformants selected on –Leu
media. SSE1 disruption was confirmed by immunoblotting.
Plasmids
A complete list of plasmids used in this study is shown in Table 1,
and unless otherwise indicated, are based on the pRS plasmid
series [70]. The URA3-marked plasmid carrying the Swi1NQ-YFP
construct was described elsewhere [62]. A HIS3-marked version of
this vector was constructed by digestion with the enzymes Spe I and
Xho I, and ligation into the pRS vector p413TEF. The SSA1 gene
was cloned by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using genomic
DNA from a wild-type yeast strain from the W303 genetic
background. A double-stranded product was then digested with
BamH I and Xho I and ligated into predigested p416TEF to created
the plasmid p416TEF-SSA1. The plasmid p416TEF-SSA1-21 was
then constructed by site-directed mutagenesis PCR (Quikchange)
to introduce a single Trp residue in place of Leu
483. The plasmid
p414GPD-YDJ1H34Q was created by first subcloning the YDJ1 open
reading frame into p414GPD and subsequently a single Gln was
introduced in place of His
34 by Quikchange. The plasmid
p414ADH1-Y/A was constructed by ‘‘PCR sewing’’ to combine
PCR amplified fragments encoding residues 1–113 of Ydj1 and
162–529 of Apj1, flanked by restriction sites for the enzymes XbaI
and SalI at the 59 and 39 ends, respectively. The amplified linear
insert was subsequently double digested and ligated into the vector
p414ADH1.
Assays for prion loss
To test SWI/SNF-dependent phenotypes, cells were plated onto
synthetic media supplemented with 1 mg/ml antimycin A from
Streptomyces sp. (Sigma) and 2% raffinose as the carbon source
(defined as raffinose-based media throughout). The glucose-based
rich media YEPD (Teknova) is used as a control. Cells were grown
at 30uC for 2–3 days prior to imaging. Prion-mediated Swi1
aggregation was observed directly by transforming cells with a
plasmid expressing the Asn- and Gln-rich regions of Swi1 (residues
1–554), which contains the prion-forming domains, fused to YFP
(Swi1NQ-YFP). [SWI
+] cells exhibit a characteristic punctuate
fluorescence in the cytoplasm against a dark cytosolic background,
whereas [swi
2] cells exhibit a diffuse cytosolic fluorescence in
combination with occasional increased nuclear fluorescence due to
Swi1 accumulation in the nucleus and/or a single extremely large
non-prion aggregate in less than 5% of cells [16,62]. Transfor-
mation of [SWI
+] cultures routinely results in .85% of cells
presenting punctuate fluorescence [16,62]. To allow time for prion
curing, cells were serially passaged by repatching onto solid media
every 2 days for the duration specified. ydj1-D cultures were grown
at 23uC; all other yeast cultures were grown at 30uC unless
otherwise noted.
The presence or absence of [PSI
+] was confirmed by
observation of colony color on rich media where [PSI
+]-mediated
aggregation of Sup35, a translation termination factor, causes
read-through of the premature nonsense codon in the ade1–14
mutant allele [71,72]. Strains which are otherwise wild-type for
adenine production appear pink or white in the presence of [PSI
+]
or dark red in the absence of [PSI
+] due to the accumulation of a
red intermediate when adenine production is blocked [73].
[RNQ
+] aggregates in cells were observed directly following
transformation with a vector expressing Rnq1 fused to GFP
(Rnq1-GFP). [RNQ
+] cells can be easily distinguished from [rnq
2]
cells when examined under a microscope by characteristic
punctuate or diffuse fluorescence patterns, respectively [23].
Semi-denaturing detergent agarose gel electrophoresis (SDD-
AGE) was also used to resolve [RNQ
+]-dependent detergent
resistant aggregates and was performed as described elsewhere
[24,74,75]. To visualize aggregates, protein was transferred to a
nitrocellulose membrane at 1A for 1 hr at 25uC in a tris-glycine/
methanol buffer and probed with antibodies specific for Rnq1.
Time course experiments for [SWI
+] curing were performed as
previously reported for [PSI
+] and [URE3] [24]. Cell cultures were
maintained in exponential growth phase by continual subculturing
in YEPD in the presence of either 5 mg/ml doxycycline (Sigma) or
4 mM GdnHCl when indicated. Sis1 depleted cells remained
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of 2.0–2.5 hrs/generation. GdnHCl curing experiments used to
estimate relative seed numbers utilize the ‘propagon counting
assay’ model of Cox et al. 2003, which may underestimate actual
propagon number [76], but enables direct and unbiased
comparisons between estimates generated for different prions [29].
Cell stress assays
Cells grown at either 23uCo r3 7 uC were subjected to heat shock
(2 min. at 51uC), ethanol shock (2 min. with 12% EtOH), or
exposure to severe oxidative stress (3 min. with 4mM H2O2) and
then allowed to recover for in fresh media without additional
additives at 30uC for 2 days before assaying for the presence of the
prion. To test the effects of prolonged heat stress, cells were
patched onto glucose-based media and grown at either 23uCo r
37uC. Cells were grown for 4 days before repatching to fresh
media and allowed to grow an additional 4 days. Cells were then
repatched to fresh media and grown overnight to allow time to
recover before being assayed for the presence of [SWI
+]b y
raffinose growth assay or Swi1NQ-YFP transformation.
SDS-PAGE and immunoblot analysis
Total protein extracts were prepared by harvested yeast cells in
mid-log phase followed by lysis in NaOH.
The resulting protein extracts were analyzed by SDS-PAGE
and immunoblot analysis. Sse1 antibody used in this study was
kindly provided by Jeff Brodsky. Antibodies specific to Sis1 and
Rnq1 have been described elsewhere [23]. Densitometry mea-
surements used to estimate relative protein expression levels were
made using the program ImageJ [77].
Supporting Information
Figure S1 Monitoring [SWI
+] loss following GdnHCl treatment
or Sis1 depletion using the raffinose-growth assay. 24 individual
colonies from a wild-type [SWI
+] strain were spotted onto
raffinose- or glucose-based media before (left) or after (right) the
indicated number of generations of growth in the presence of
4mM GdnHCl. Control [SWI
+] and [swi
2] strains were spotted at
the top of each plate to compare growth rate on raffinose-based
media. (B) As in (A), except colonies are from a culture of [SWI
+]
Table 1. Plasmids used in this study.
Plasmid Promoter Marker Copy number Source
p416TEF-SWI1NQ-YFP TEF URA3 CEN, low [62]
p413TEF-SWI1NQ-YFP TEF HIS3 CEN, low This study
p416CUP1-RNQ1-GFP CUP1 URA3 CEN, low [23]
p414TETr-SIS1 TETr TRP1 CEN, low [23]
p316SIS1-SIS1 SIS1 URA3 CEN, low [78]
p313SIS1-SIS1 SIS1 HIS3 CEN, low [78]
p414GPD-SIS1 GPD HIS3 CEN, low [78]
p424GPD-SIS1 GPD TRP1 2m, high [38]
p314SIS1-S/Y SIS1 TRP1 CEN, low This study
p414ADH11-Y/A ADH1 TRP1 CEN, low This study
p316YDJ1-YDJ1 YDJ1 URA3 CEN, low [79]
p314YDJ1-YDJ1 YDJ1 TRP1 CEN, low [79]
p414GPD-YDJ1H34Q GPD TRP1 CEN, low This study
p424GPD-YDJ1 GPD TRP1 2m, high [38]
p424GPD-YDJ11–134 GPD TRP1 2m, high [38]
p424GPD-APJ1 GPD TRP1 2m, high [38]
p424GPD-SIS1-J-HA GPD TRP1 2m, high [38]
p424GPD-YDJ1-J-HA GPD TRP1 2m, high [38]
p424GPD-APJ1-J-HA GPD TRP1 2m, high [38]
p416TEF-SSA1 TEF URA3 CEN, low This study
p416TEF-SSA1-21 TEF URA3 CEN, low This study
p416GPD-SSE1 GPD URA3 CEN, low [51], Morano Lab
p426GPD-SSE1 GPD URA3 2m, high [51], Morano Lab
p413GPD-SSE2 GPD HIS3 CEN, low [52], Morano Lab
p423GPD-SSE2 GPD HIS3 2m, high [52], Morano Lab
p414TEF-SSE1K69Q TEF TRP1 CEN, low [51], Morano Lab
p414TEF-SSE1G233D TEF TRP1 CEN, low [51], Morano Lab
p414TEF-SSE1D1–396 TEF TRP1 CEN, low [51], Morano Lab
p414TEF-SSE1D394–693 TEF TRP2 CEN, low [51], Morano Lab
sse1D::LEU2 LEU2 Replacement, single Morano Lab
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.t001
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Sis1 expression by addition of doxycycline.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.s001 (2.72 MB TIF)
Figure S2 Sis1 overexpression does not cure [PSI
+]o r[ RNQ
+]i n
the 74D-694 genetic background. Two variants of [PSI
+] (strong
and weak) and one variant of [RNQ
+] were transformed with a
centromeric plasmid having SIS1 under the control of a strong
promoter (GPD-Sis1). Transformants were serially passaged for 2
weeks. (A) The maintenance of [PSI
+] strains overexpressing Sis1
was evaluated by the characteristic pink or red colony color of
[PSI
+]o r[ psi
2] cells respectively, on rich media. As controls,
empty vector transformed [PSI
+] cells (vector) and [psi
2] cells are
also shown. (A and B) Dashed lines in both figures indicate that
some sections of the plate or blot have been cropped for clarity. (B)
The presence of [RNQ
+] was determined by observation of prion-
dependent detergent-resistant Rnq1 aggregates, visualized by
semi-denaturing detergent agarose gel electrophoresis (SDD-
AGE) followed by immunoblotting and detection with antibody
specific to the Rnq1 protein. [RNQ
+], [rnq
2], and empty vector
transformed cells were used as controls. (A and B) Dotted lines
indicate that some sections of the plate or blot have been cropped
for clarity.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.s002 (1.36 MB TIF)
Figure S3 J-protein or J-domain overexpression sufficient to
cure [SWI
+] does not cure [PSI
+]o r[ RNQ
+] in the 74D-694 strain
background. Overexpression vectors described in Figure 4 were
used to transform [PSI
+], weak [PSI
+], or [RNQ
+] 74D-694 strains.
Transformants were passaged for two weeks before assaying for
the continued presence of the prion. Strong or weak [PSI
+]
maintenance is inferred from colony color on rich media relative
to empty vector transformed [PSI
+] cells (vector) or [psi
2] control
cells (center column, bottom). Maintenance of [RNQ
+] was
determined by subsequently transforming all strains with a plasmid
bearing an Rnq1-GFP construct (right column) and scoring for
punctuate or diffuse fluorescence patterns as illustrated in the
empty vector-transformed cells (vector, right-hand column, top) or
[rnq
2] control cells (right-hand column, bottom), respectively.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.s003 (2.23 MB TIF)
Figure S4 [PSI
+] and [RNQ
+] are capable of stable propagation
in ydj1-d 74D-694 cells. A [RNQ
+][ PSI
+] heterozygous diploid
(YDJ1/ydj1-d) of the 74D-694 strain background was sporulated
and subjected to tetrad dissection. The resulting 44 haploid strains
from 11 complete tetrads were passaged on rich media for two
weeks before being analyzed for the presence of prions. (A) The
presence of [PSI
+] was determined by color phenotype on rich
media. Shown are representative samples of ydj1-d,[ PSI
+] cells,
along with [PSI
+] and [psi
2] controls. (B) Following serial passage,
cells were also transformed with a plasmid bearing an Rnq1-GFP
construct and subjected to fluorescence analysis. [RNQ
+] and
[rnq
2] cells used as controls exhibit characteristic punctuate and
diffuse fluorescence patterns, respectively. (C) Summary of results
for all 44 strains tested.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.s004 (0.75 MB TIF)
Figure S5 Both weak and strong [PSI
+] strains are maintained in
the majority of 74D-694 cells expressing Ssa1–21. Weak or strong
[PSI
+] 74D-694 strains were transformed with a centromeric
plasmid expressing Ssa1–21 from the TEF promoter. Four
transformants from each strain were passaged for two weeks on
media selective for the plasmid and then streaked onto rich media
to allow for [PSI
+] dependent color formation. Transformants are
shown along with strong [PSI
+], weak [PSI
+], and [psi
2] controls.
Note: While some red [psi
2] colonies were evident in weak [PSI
+]
cultures (not clearly visible in image), [PSI
+] was maintained in the
majority of cells in every culture.
Found at: doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1001309.s005 (1.26 MB TIF)
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